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BRUCE HOPPER ’17
HAS BEST SPEECH
IN 8ECOND C0NTE8T FRESHMAN j
WINS BUCKLEY
ORATORICAL.

IVAN MERRICK N E XT'

dixon speaks women form a ,freshmen go
of the press;
league
j to paint “M”
GIVES MOST INTERESTING TALK
BEFORE JOURNALISM
CLASS.

BY M M

NO. 9

jSTAND AT* C A P I T O L

Miss Saner Is the President
of the New Organi
zation.

ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON THE
FIRST YEAR MEN GO" ’
OP HILL.

L U N C H WITH CO-EDS

Tuesday, March 31, the women of
j Tells of the Press Gallery in the the University met in the Assembly Affair Will Be a Happy Picnic and
Hall to organize the Woman’s League.
House and Senate at
All Frosh Should
Law Student Has Strong Talk jonl
| Miss Stuart had charge of the meet
Washington.
Be There.
Socialism—Hopper Gets
ing and explained the object of the orScholarship Also.
LOCAL MINISTER GIVES MOST
Iganization to be the promotion of unity
j "It is the dream of newsmen to among the women of the University. Saturday is the red letter day for
ENTERTAINING TALK
j drift- to Washington, D. C.,” said ex- The women will be divided into groups the Frosh. On this day they clamber
TO STUDENTS.
By a vote .of three to two,- Bruce
! Senator Dixon in a talk before the to take charge of the various college up the steep bank of our old friend
Hopper is to represent Montana at |
in which the women are in Sentinel to repaint the “M” thereon.
‘the oration contest to be held at Convocation was addressed on journalism class Monday night. Sen activities
terested. Other institutions of the I
ator
Dixon
continued
his
reminisences
Wednesday
by
Rev.
Mr.
Gallagher
of
Deer Lodge in May. As a result of
country have organized women's Freshmen and co-eds will all go to
the tie in the contest last week be the Congregational church. The sub of the week before, explaining in de- j leagues and have found them very] gether and a real picnic it will be.
Lunch has been made up by the girls,
tween Hopper and Ivan Merrick, an- i ject of his talk was “The Other Side j tail the “Press Gallery” at Washing Isuccessful and beneficial.
other was held Tuesday for the pur of Influence." It was one of the most ton, and the newspaper situation in The meeting Tuesday was well at not individual or even double lunches,
but
one grand, big picnic affair. At
tended and represented all the women |
pose of settling upon . one to^ speak interested. He lifted a great load Montana.
in the state contest. An entire new, given in the University hall this year. I Mr. Dixon declared the “Press Gal most active in university affairs. The two-thirty on Saturday, so the call
set of judges was chosen and these; Mr. Gallagher is an entertaining talk lery” to be one of the most interest (following officers were elected: Miss to arms says, they will depart forth
turned in the vote above. It was by ] er and while his theme was seri ing things at the capital. The gallery Saner, president; Miss Jacobson, vice upon the expedition! This is an an
far the closest contest that Montana j ous, yet he interspersed his remarks has two hundred and fifty to seventy- president; Miss Mathewson, vice presi nual affair for the first year class to
with enough humor to keep everyone five accredited inemb'ers and occupies dent; Miss Uliner secretary; Miss Pride, pull off, as in the fall the Sophomores
intere sted. He lifted a great load the best reserve balconies in both the treasurer. These officers will consti always entrust this “M” to the watch
from the co-eds shoulders In the line house and the senate. Only the three tute a formal committee to draw up a ful care of the Frosh. The class
which has it in charge this year fol
of being blamed for men that go I great press services are allowed on constitution and by-laws.
lows the old custom and away they
wrong, but he also ruined a lot of the the main floor — Associated Press,
will hike on Saturday. Personally, .
men’s chances‘for future marriage by United Press and New York Sun COFFMAN’S THESIS
we don’t envy the lot of the Fresh
warning the girls not to marry a man Press services. During a dry debate
IS MADE A BOOK men boys who will have the honor o£^
to reform him. His story of Adam, only a few correspondents occupy their
dragging up the steep incline all
Eve and the snake, although an old places in the gallery, but should a
tale, was told in a novel manner. It I storm arise in the house, the seats ARTICLE BY MONTANA_PROFES- the lunch, painL^nd tired co-eds. 13ufc\-j
maybe ,thfi Uinch. WlUJK! -W.?,l
was more than delightful and the I are filled in a miraculously short
SOR WILL BE OUT IN BOOK
Another thing is the Freshman pic-.z
students will always, welcome more time.. The telegraph room, with eight
FORM.
’ture. This is offered in the way of
or ten operators, are just across the
from him.
an inducement for the full class to
| hall so the correspondents send out
their "dope” still sizzling from heated “A New Theory Concerning the Or- turn out. A picture will be taken of
the whole group gathered around the
|
igin
of
Miracle
Plays,”
the
thesis
for
■ discussion. Mr. Dixon said these men
are the best informed writers of the which Professor George Coffman re treasure of the University as the boyr
country. They see statesmen come ceived a Ph. D. degree at the Univer are applying the coat of paint. This
j and go, and watch the shifting na sity of Chicago, will appear in book picture Will appear in the Freshman
issue of the Weekly Kaimln, which the
tional policies under succeeding ad form within a few weeks.
ministrations. Only papers having The work disregards practically ev- j Frosh threaten us with within a week
or
telegraph service are eligible to mem- ery previous study of the miracle plays j two. So, all you first year men
PROFESSOR WILL MAKE POEM FOR | bership, and often one writer supplies and presents an entirely new, theory of show up for the gala occasion and do
j four or five papers with news articles their origin and significance. Much your share in painting the "M” and
OGELTHORPE UNIVERSITY
of Washington happenings. The corre careful research was given to the prep in getting away with the eats.
IN GEORGIA.
spondents must not be employed by aration of the thesis. A thorough study
SUFFRAGE CLUB.
any corporation and generally are non was made of the original Latin texts j
on the subject and of the life and cus- I
Dr. Carl Holliday has had an un partisan in their views.
usual honor conferred upon him in Mr. Dixon stated that no modern toms of the people of the middle ages. | The University Equal Suffrage Club
BRUCE HOPPER.
being requested to' write the dedica ! newspaper could exist as a political These plays, which were a dramati will meet on Monday, April 5, in the
has ever had. Hopper is the presi tion ode for the Ogelthorpe University party organ except in the South. It zation of the lives of the saints, orig history room at the library. Plans
dent of the Freshman class, being a which was recently founded in At is independence and fearlessness that inated in the twelfth century andi for the coming campaign will be dis
first year man from Billings. Dur lanta, Ga. Dr. Holliday has consented | gets the circulation. The great curse flourished during three succeeding cen-1 cussed and all women of the Univer
sity and city will be welcome.
ing his high school days, he gained to write the poem for the school and [ of Montana for the past fifteen years turies.
quite a reputation as an effective it will be read at the official dedica has been the illegitimate use of our
speaker and he has more than lived tion in September. The ode will then Ipapers. The great interests have until
up to this by his performances at the be placed in the corner stone of the recently controlled our newspaper sit
uation and have used them for their
University.
main building of the institution.
!bitter fights. Beginning with the
Hopper's oration, which was print
ed in full in the Sunday Missoullan, award. Merrick, who spoke on so- | Heinze-Amalgamated clash in 1900,
deals with the heroes of newspaper Icialism, is a senior in law, and is i the history of Montana journalism President E. B. Craighead when in | not high enough, but because the uni
work. The speaker is a student In far better than the average college presents a sad story of wrecked for- ] terviewed by a Kaimin reporter regard versity had never before had an an
nual appropriation for maintenance of
the journalism class and his study orator. He had a well prepared ora- tunes and crooked politics. The Hel- j ing his trip east said.
here has well prepared him for the {tion and was heart and soul behind . ena “Intermountain" and “Herald” "The North Central Association of $100,000 a year. The University now
treatment of the subject which he it. The judges of the second contest Iwere newspaper martyrs to the cause j Colleges, Universities and Preparatory has an annual income of nearly $170,chose. It was carefully and thought were Rev. Mr. Gatley of the Episco- jof clean newspaperdom. The big in- j Schools, includes colleges from Penn ! 000, Including the appropriation for
fully prepared and hiB delivery was Ipal church, Prof. Aber, Prof. Leaphart, | terests published enormous sheets at | sylvania to the Pacific slope and from forestry. We were able to meet all
| a tremendous deficiency, to carry the j Michigan to Oklahoma. A number of other conditions, and hence the Uni
excellent. Hopper is entirely at home j Miss Buckhous and Miss Stewart.
| state politics, and as a result the j Montana high schools were on the list versity is now on the accepted list.
on the platform with a stage presence
Keith Scholarship.
that is more than pleasing. In the Not only does Hopper receive the ]Montana reading public is spoiled and1of accepted high schools two years I spent one day at the University of
contest in May, Hopper will speak ] honor of winning the Buckley con- dissatisfied with self-supporting pa-1 ago. Last year, because the Univer Nebraska with Chancellor Avery. The
against representatives from all the {test, but the president has also i pers. Mr. pixon cited several papers ] sity had no representative at the meet University of Nebraska now has be
institutions of higher learning in the awarded to him the Keith acholar- i known to be under subsidy at various ing, and because many of the high tween 3,000 and 4,000 students and it
state, and it is expected that he will j ship for the year 1913. This is a >times and recalled an editorial in the school principals made no report, our is an institution of which the state
come out with the well known flying cash prize of fifty dollars, given to i“Mlssoulian” entitled the "Carbon Copy high schools were left off the list. At may well be proud. Nebraska has but
I some high school debater in the Mon j Twins,” which revealed a political j this meeting, however. State Super a little larger taxable wealth than
colors.
The prise for the contest, donated tana league. There were many who 1mess. He also spoke of the attempt ] intendent Davee, whose office has 'Montana, but she has for the support
annually by Dr. J. J. Buckley, of Mis | were well qualified for the prize, but ;of the Amalgamated via the “Sentinel” ! charge of the high Bchool inspection of her university a mill tax for main
soula, is twenty dollars. It was I Dr. Craighead has announced the ; to break the Mlssoulian, which cost of the state, was present, and It was tenance and three-fourths of a mill for
thought at first that this amount award to Bruce Hopper. ‘ Still more 358,000 in eighteen months. But the! due to his efforts that sixteen of the ■buildings and equipmenL Consequently
would be split between the two men honor for him is the fact that he i big corporations have changed their schools were again placed on the list, i the University of Nebraska has from
tied as winners. The faculty, how | won second place in the Joyce me 1policy of publicity due to the enact-1 The University of Montana has never the state an annual income at this
ever, took up subscription enough so morial contest for an essay on “The ment of the primary law, the initiative | been upon the accepted list of univer- |
(Continued on Page Six)
sities, not because its standard was j
a n d the referendum.
that each man will receive the full Spirit of the Mountains."

HUilDAY WILL WRIIE THE

PRESIDENT CRAIGHEAD TELLS
OF HIS JOURNEY TO THE EAST

2

Cfce W e e f e l p ^ a t m t n

Late News From Other
Colleges

Pronounced “Kl-meen " This Is a word taken from the language of the Harvard—The report of the gradu
ate treasurer of athletics of Harvard
Sellsh tribe and means writing, or something in black and white.
university, published .in the current is
Published on Thursday of every week by the Associated Students of the sue of the Alumni Bulletin, shows an
University of Montana.
expenditure, this year, of $124,000, and
receipts totaling $155,000. Of the lat
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
ter sum,, $114,000 was contributed by
football.

OFFICIAL
PAPER

OF THE
A. S. U. M.

Washington—The Senior Men’s
Council of the University of Wash
ington has asked the faculty to write
the senior class diplomas in English
rather than Latin. A similar action
Sintered as second class mail matter at Missoula, Montana, under Act of has been taken at the University of
California.
Congress of March 3, 1879.
EditoMn-Chief
________________________ Merle Kettleweli
Managing Editor
...,................~..™...~~——....................... Percy N. Stone
Society Editor ...............:..... ........................................ Grace Mathewson
Sporting Editor ....... .................................................. Harold Lansing
Reporters.
W. Long, E. Stephenson, R. Jacobson, H. Hawk, J. Frye, M. Lyden, P.
Templeton.
Business Manager ----- --------------------------------------- Clapper
Assistant Business Manager ........................... M.............. .......J. J- Ector
Circulation Manager ...... ----------------------------- is................ Bruce Hopper

Columbia—Journalism is now being
taught at (the Columbia School by
means of moving pictures. Reels of
pictures taken in the Balkan war are
shown to the Students, who take notes
and write up news stories. These are
corrected by the teachers and returned
to the writers. At a subsequent
meeting of the class the films are run
through slowly so that each student
can see his mistakes and his omis
sions.
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J. P . Reinhard
104 W. Main 8t.

Hardware
Crockery
Paints
Harness
Studebaker Wagons

Roses, Violets, Crysanthemums, Carnations cut
fresh every day at the
MISSOULA
NURSERY CO.
“The Old Reliable’’
Store, Montana Bldg., Bell 192
Green House Bell 46

A.

Barber&Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

The only

Short Mill Wood
That is fair to Kaimin readers
is sold by

The Polleys Lumber
Company

(City saw mill)
Dry stove length, $4.60 per load
Kindling _........ ....$3.76 per load
Office at the MUL Phone 414.

Eigeman
D. PRICE Henley,
and Company
Stationer

College, Fraternity and Sorority
Pennants. Eaton, Crane & Pike
stationery and all late books.

Grocers

Vermont—After a survey of the ed
A CLEAN STORE
the defiant carelessness of a few men ucational conditions in Vermont a
committee
appointed by the Carnegie
is a dark mystery. Why there is no
Good Goods
Foundation
has
recommended
the
Criticism has been turning lately to means of rebuking and effectively state to cut off all appropriations for
Right
Prices
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK
our track point winners, who persist squelching these same individuals is a higher education. “The theory of the
TRY
US
and SEE
in spending their energies on base darker one.
experts employed by the Carnegie
ball. The Kaimin does not presume The “old-timers" who knew the Foundation,’ says The Independent, "is
to say that this is not their privilege. school several years ago indulge oc than there can be no co-operation be
It merely calls attention to the fact casionally in joyful reminiscence of tween public and private philan
MISSOULA TRUST &
that many people believe the attitude the day when a puff of smoke endan thropy.”
Scandinavian American
of these men to be endangering the gered the life and dignity of the of
SAVINGS BANK
State Bank
track situation. It means simply fender; of the time, too, when the Missouri—Hugh J! Mackay, univer
Officers
that the spirit of the students is be degenerates were humiliated by the sity publisher, has adopted another
MIS80ULA, MONTANA
J. M. Keith . . . . President
ing distracted from the athletic sport appearance of their names in the scheme for advertising the University
S. J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pree.
General Banking
chosen by the A. S. U. M. to repre “Kaimin black list.” (We are think of Missouri. Column “footers,” each
A. R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
ing of reviving that crushing custom.) giving some fact about the university,
R. C. Glddlngs, Asst. Cashier
sent Montana this spring.
Business Transacted.
CAPITAL...............$200,000.00
Baseball merits attention, true Of course, we do not wish to imply are prepared about three lines long
SURPLUS.............. 60,000.00
3 per cent Paid on Sav
enough, and the men who are desert that the mere fact that the librars and sent to all the county papers.
steps
and
the
walk
to
Main
hall
reThree
per cent Interest Paid on
These “footers” furnish good, live
ing track for it are spending" their
ings Deposits.
Savings Deposits.
•■ time an on- Activity not SUpportied~tjy semblo'-a/ride streej of DeSrpet should matter to* fill up a column. They!
the A. S. U. M. The baseball teama influence anyone to.confine his smok bring concisely to every one some idea ■ ;■ ■ ■
.-.'V;■ Will be {nanaged :financially apart ingto precincts w.ithout the campus of what the University Of■ Missouri is
from that organizzatlon. Their games We do, however* have a' vague, strug jdoing for the people of the state. The
. will not be officially scheduled in the gling sensie'" of revolt against the de following is a sample:
name of the University of Montana, liberate smashing of a worthy tradi I “The American Graduate School of I
Coach Heilman believes it to be im tion. Every college that is clean Agriculture has selected the Univer
KEY WEST AND DOMESTIC
possible for these track-baseball men enough to maintain a standard of “no sity of Missouri for its next session.
CIGARS.
Always in the Lead
to participate in both sports and keep smoking on the campus” wins a cred The world’s agricultural authorities
Pool and Billiards
Vaudeville and Phototheir names on the eligible list. An itable reputation thereby. The Uni will give instruction to Missouri men
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettee
other reason which ought to discour versity was not long ago such a col and women. The session wil be held
Plays
age baseball in favor of track just lege. Is our self-respect so limp and Ifrom June 29 to July 24, 1914.”
Agfmts for JOHNSON’S SWEET
Entire Change of Program Sun
{feeble
that
we
cannot
haul
ourselves
CHOCOLATES.
now at the crucial moment is the
day, Monday and Thursday.
uncertainty of Weather conditions {back to our old standard? The long- Yale—Yale University is about to
"Meet Me at Kelly’*”
next month. The men who leave the Ier we delay the less effective, our ef adopt a hew honor system. Within
No Vaudeville on Sunday.
Florence Hotel Building
final sport of training for track until forts will be.
Ithe next few days the Academic
------- 1----i---. '• ........■ ’
the last few weeks may find their Let’s begin a campaign and rally ISenior Council will submit to the col
purposes thwarted by spring rains. ’round the slogan, “DOWN WITH lege a system differing in some very I
The baseball season properly opens a ITHE CAMPUS' SMOKER!"
important items from the previous one
For a Cup of
week or. so after the track ' season
which was adopted in 1907 and aban
closes.
WANTED—MONTANA’S BEST PA doned in 1908 on account of objec
tionable features. The . new honor
Of course, if we are to make no
PRIKA.
Good Coffee and
rules will not embody the pledge at
claim to fair-mindedness or public
Quick Lunch
spiritedness let us “buck” track .with In the meantime have we been for- the end of the examination as former
baseball,, by all means. If not, let | getting the chief factor in whatever ly required. In adopting this system
us urge the track “possibilities” to success we may achieve in track? jthe Academic Council is acting upon
Go to
leave baseball to the men who have Well trained athletes can do a vast the experience of the Sheffield Scien
Pays 3 per cent Interest
tific School, where for three years
no talent for that field of athletics. (amount.
on Savings Deposits.
The vote taken by the A. S. U. M. But the thing* that wins a meet is a similar plan has been in force and
recently went for track alone. We may real live organized noise. Here we has met with success.
not have desired that decision, but we, have the parable •of “the rider, the
as A. S. U. M. members,, can do noth horses, the horseshoe, the nail, etc.” Drake—After investigation by the
president the literary societies at
ing but support it loyally.
THE
The Yell Leader is the key to the Drake have all been placed under
NEW TANGO PUMPS
situation!
WESTERN
MONTANA
faculty
supervision.
SPRING
HEEL
PUMPS
FOR MEN ONLY.
The season is already so far ad
NATIONAL BANK
BABY DOLL PUMPS
vanced that aspirants for the position Cornell—On account of the amount
The renovating spirit of spring with should be blooming forth in profu of time wasted in attending to the
COLONIAL PUMPS
its house-cleaning incentive is awak sion. Every upper-class man with a machines and to encourage the spirit
CAPITAL............... 0300,000.00
Rubber Sole Sneaks
SURPLUS............... 60,000.00
ening within us. It is as regular an passable voice and an atom of pepper of democracy, the Freshmen at Cor
accompaniment of these heavenly ought to be preparing to offer him nell are not permitted to own auto
GYMNASIUM SHOES
days as are the spring case, and the self to the students for election. Will mobiles.
Spring 1914 Stock
G. A. Wolf . . President
yellow slips upon the bulletin board. ingness,, first of all, to undertake the (We have found this wasteful habit
J. H. T. Rynnaa . Cashier
It has been causing the last few weeks leading of yells is a necessary asset injurious to the scholastic standing of,
frequent expression of disgust at the to the successful yell leader. One our Frosh.)
stub-entered appearance of the camp cannot have the responsibility thrust
Peoples Shoe Repair Shop
us, with special emphasis on the li upon him and be expected to lead in Michigan—Michigan will spend $75,STEIN & MITCH
brary steps. The highly ornamental the heartiest manner.
106 South Third
000 for the erection of a university
Apprenticed mechanic, make’’ of boot*
TAILORS
objects that have been strewn indis Think about this! If you have a Y. M. C. A. building which will be
criminately over walks and steps all friend who might fill the place ade devoted exclusively to religious work. All work made by us is guaranteed for | and shoes to order.
NO FACTORY WORK
Style and Fit, First Class Workman
winter and bore with more or less in quately persuade him to try for it.
Original and Guaranteed Work. Give
ship.
difference of an otherwise attractive Montana needs right now the best yell For business and society stationery.
Ue a Trial.
building should be utterly marred by leader it has ever had.
Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block |
see the Bureau of Printing.—Adv,
Pat Nolan, Proprietor.
OUR IDEA OF POOR SPIRIT.

_

BIJOU THEATRE

Owen Kelly

The
First National
Bank

The Coffee Parlor

Mapes & Mapes

UNIVERSITY SOCIETY

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

GRACE MATHEWSON.
Sunday Supper.
Gathered for supper in the Kappa
suite on Sunday evening were -Misses
Mary Elrod, Maude McCullough, Irene
Murray, Grace Leary, Annabel Ross,
Ruth Cronk, Gertrude Skinner, Bessie
Railsback, Grace Mathewson, Anna
Rector. A delicious spread was en
joyed.
With Mrs. Scheuch.
The ladies of the faculty met on
Monday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
F. C. Scheuch. Matters of general in
terest were discussed and a dainty tea
served.
Kappa Alpha Theta.
The active members of Kappa Alpha
Theta enjoyed their regular fraternity
supper after meeting on Tuesday in
their suite. The hostesses were Alice
Hardenburgh, Diana 'Uline and Mar
guerite Bonner. Those who were pres
ent at the delightful spread were:
Esther Birely, Grace Saner, Bess
Rhoades, Merle Kettlewell, Corinne
McDonald, Alpha Buse, Isabel Gilbert,
Stella Duncan, Hazel Lyman, Miss
Knowles, and the hostesses.

Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

Maxwell, Alpha Buse, Corinne Me-; baskets prepared for two. The party
Donald, Ruth Cronk, Irene Murray and j Included Misses Grace Saner, Arva
Frances Birdsall,
Williughby, Diana Uline, Louise Web
ber. Ethel Stubblefield, Hazel Lyman,
For English Class.
Frances Donoher, Isabel Gilbert, Stella
Mrs. Coffman was at home to the] Duncan, Esther Birely, Alpha Buse.
young ladles in Professor Coffman’s ] Corinne McDonald, Alice Hardenburgh,
eight-thirty English class on Saturday Merle Kettlewell, Bess Rhoades, Grace
afternoon. The time was passed pleas Jones, Judy Hatch, Kate Murr, Carol
antly in conversation, and a dainty O’Donnell, Lila and Phyllis Carrigan,
Hellen Gillette, Helen Cothron, Bea
trice Tabor, Mary Brown.

F IN E ST A T IO N E R Y

jSigma Chi Initiation,
j A function of social distinction was
Jthe .initiation of pew members and
the .banquet in their honor by Beta
Delta.chapter of the. Sigma Chi fra
ternity Sunday, evening. The new'
Imembers, Grant Higgins, Eugene Angevine, Barclay Craighead, Emerson
Stone, Percy Stone, Stuart McHaffie,
iHugh Kent, Harold • Jones, Willard
Jones, Aubrey Clapper and Charles
Tyman, were put through the ritual- j
istic ceremony of initiation at the
j ICntghts of Pythias hall. The ban-i
quet was held later at the Palace
hotel. Forty-five .members of the fra-,
ternity were seated about the banquet !
table. William G. Ferguson presided!
as toastmaster and in response to hlsj
clever introductions, a number of j
Iyoung men toasted with brilliant'
BERTHA REED COFFMAN.
Who Entertained Her Husband’s Eng flights of fancy the good felowshlp
of university and fraternity.
lish Class on Saturday.

Delta Gamma.
Friday evening Delta Gamma enter
tained the Misses Evelyn Thomas,
Beth Hershey, Mae Pope, Kathryn
More, Marion Duncan and Florence tea served by the hostess assisted by | Miss Margery Maxwell left on Friday
Ingham. During the first part of the | Miss Gertrude Skinner. Those who | to r portiand.
evening the party attended the moving called were Misses Jessie Lease, Helen Miss Annabelle Robertson was the
picture show; they then repaired to the Buckley, Gertrude Skinner, Marlon guest of Kappa Alpha Theta over the
Delta Gamma suite for refreshments. Duncan, Esta Holmes, Anna Foley,
week-end.
Beth Hershey.
At Dinner.
Miss Gladys Heyward and Florence
Miss Frances Birdsall was hostess at Indoor Picnic.
dinner on Tuesday evening at her Kappa Alpha Theta entertained at] Sleeman ’13 spent the week-end in
home in the Beacom apartments. At an Indoor picnic on Friday afternoon Missoula
a prettily appointed table, covers were at the home of Miss Merle Kettlewell. J Miss Gladys Freeze visited in Mislaid for Misses Grace Leary, Margery | The supper was served in attractive) soula last week-end. ____________

Interview With Skeels

When writing letters nice stationery is an important factor—it often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atractlve sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

M ISSO U L A DRUG COM PANY
HAMMOND BLOCK

r

“\

rm

“N

UNITED
CLOTHES

Spalding’s

SHOP
We specialize on suits
and overcoats at one
price.

Your inspection invited.

for over thirty-five years—have
been the ones to think out, and
put on the market, things really
new in sport.
ARE YOU POSTED ON JUST
WHAT’S NEW THIS YEAR?
Send for our Catalogue. Hun
dreds of illustrations of what to
use and wear—For Competition
—For Recreation—For Health—
Indoor and Outdoor.

PEERS & WHITE

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

No more $15.00 No less
Equal to Others at $25.00.

V-

314 Higgins Avenue

711 2nd Ave.

Seattle, Wash.

V.

Royal Bakery
Home Made Bread,
Cakes, Pies, Rolls,

Dr. R. H. Nelson
Dentist
Room 46 Higgins Block
Phone 1009
Missoula, Mont.

Cookies and Doughnuts
Dorr Skeels, dean of the recently es Iging Engineering in their curriculum
tablished School of Forestry, when in and so important do these practical
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
terview by a Kalinin representative men consider the proper training of
116 West Cedar
Bell 415. 531 So. Higgins. Ind. 1687 j Bell Phone 909
regarding the future of the school, said: logging engineers that they have ap
MI880ULA.
It will be our aim especially to equip pointed committees of the most promi
men with a professional training which nent lumbermen in each of these states
Missoula Hotel
will fit them as foresters and logging to co-operate with the state univer BENNETT PRIZE WILL
BE
Jas. A. Walsh. Mgr.
engineers for practical work In west sities in establishing and maintaining
AWARDED EARLY IN MAY
ern forest regions and In the logging a department for training engineers
Steam Heat
Eleotrio Light
TO BEST WRITER.
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
SUPPLIES
Electrio Bells and Telephones in
and lumbering operations of the North-1 in forestry logging and lumbering.
Construction
and
Repairs.
Fixtures,
All Rooms.
western United States.
We shall be guided at all times in
Bells, Batteries, Etc.
I !But six weeks remainin which to
I feel that there is at' the present 1training our students in both depart {compete for the Bennett Esay prize, Both Phones
318 Higgins Ave.
ments
of
the
School
of
Forestry
in
this
time no need of another school to
Student Photographer
by the expressed needs of the {All essays must be in the hands of the
teach the purely technical side of for university
lumbermen of the northwest, the own
New Location 138 Higgins
Dr.
A
sa
W
illard
estry. A number of large well-estab  ers of private forests and the officials Jcommittee by Saturday, May 9.
lished eastern universities and colleges in charge of State and National for The interest shown thus far is much
Osteophathic Physician
greater than that of last year, many
are turning out graduates with a pure ests.
Roome 118, 119, 120, 121
ly technical training much more rap
students having declared their inten
2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg. European.
idly than there is room' or need for We have not hesitated at the outset tion of submitting essays.
, H. L. shapard, Prop.
in breaking away from the traditional
these men in forestry work.
Material. bearing on the subject
time honored courses of study and
HOTEL
SHAPARD
We
are
dispensers
in
all
Yet, with this oversupply of techni methods of training followed in eastern may be obtained from the librarian,
Missoula, Mont.
cally trained foresters, there is an actu colleges in training men in technical
Misses’
Ready-to-Wear
Private Baths.
Steam Heat.
al dearth of men of professional train forestry, and have aimed rather at the but candidates are urged to gather
Goods
Hot and -Cold Water. , .. Cafe and Bar.
ing which actually equips them to i higher and more difficult work of (material from other sources. Profes
handle 4he every-day practical prob training men to meet the practical sor Paul C. Phillips has expressed his
THE LEADER
lems of forest administration and par urgent needs of western forest work. j willingness to aid all who wish to com?
We sell Missoula REAL E8TATE
“Economists to the People.”
ticularly western forest management, You may say for me that the courses I pete, by discussing the subject with
and write" FIRE and bthe** classes of
western prbtection and western forest of'study will be by nor means a “snap." them. He has suggested a number of
IN8URANCE.
utilization.
The student will carry an average of different standpoints from which the.
So far as logging engineers are con nearly 20 hours credit work a week, question given as the essay subject
W. H. SMEAD COMPANY
cerned, I know of no "school in the with hard field trips, long hours, mill may be treated as: One Price to All
Phone 212.
Missoula, Mont.
United States at present equipped to! inspection work and work in nearby | Consumers; How Retail Prices Are
train men in this branch of engineer logging and lumbering operations. The | Fixed; The Right of a Manufactured,
)For good shoe repairing, students
ing science.
diligent, earnest student who takes the Trademarked Article to Fix the Retail j
see us, The
For men of real' professional train- | course to secure the strongest training Price; The Effect of Price Cutting;
NEW METHOD
ing and genuine practical ability in and equipment possible for his pro Co-operative Buying and Selling.
logging engineering, there is an almost j fessional work after leaving the school, The contest is open to all regular
! Shoe Repair Factory
unlimited field of employment far more j will find a real opportunity here to uvdergraduate students of the Univer- l
j Bell 370 Blk.
322 N. Higgins Ave.
remunerative than that of professional make the most of the time and money slty of Montana. Many should avail I
men in other branches of engineering he gives for his education.
themselves of the splendid opportunity.
12 Higgins Avenue
We Make a Specialty of
work. No other class of engineers are What I want most to be understood The prize to be awarded for first
more in demand nor more difficult to) is that we are in earnest in endeavor place is twenty dollars in money, or i
Picture Framing
find.
ing to fit men to fill a great need, for a medal of the same value, as the win
GEORGE MILLER,
At the recent Logging Congress ini men of real practical ability and genu ner may choose.
Spokane, attended by all the lumber ine professional training in an import
The Barber
men of the west, the colleges and ant but hitherto rather neglected Bureau of Printing for work that
Higgins Block.
universities of the northwestern states! branch of forestry and engineering satisfies, gains recognition, and an at Under the First National
were urged to place courses in Log- i
tractiveness that predominates.
PATRONIZF OUR ADVERTISERS.
Bank Building

J. A. Cavander

Ward Studio

Picture Frames
Art Goods

Simons Paint and
Paper House

McKay Studio
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Montana’s Summer School Plans

The Missoulian

Attractive bulletins have gone forth school for which there is any de administration. The -faculty of the
to every corner of Montana and to all mand. This work will be in charge department will be augmented by the
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
the border states, announcing the of a faculty of forty-five or more in addition of a number of professors
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
coming summer session of the Uni- I structors, both resident.'and non-res from other universities in the United
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
States and by special lectures select
versity of Montana, June 8th to July ident.
ed from a large list of persons who
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
For Teachers.
18th. From the increased interest j
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
manifested by letters of inquiry, the It is but nathral that much of the have attained great leadership- in one
1914 session will eclipse the 1913 ses work of the session should be devoted or .another field of education.
shop exactly what they require. The men who
Special Subjects.
sion as greatly as 1913 eclipsed the to higher professional standards in
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
session of 1912. The regular student, i teaching. All over the United States The department will attempt to ar
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
who does not' tarry amidst the un an increasing proportion of the teach range courses that are most desired by
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
usual opportunities for summer study ing population is adding to^ its capi teachers. The following courses can
and recreation, misses one of the talization of efficiency by attendance be announced at this time: - General
understand the real art of printing. This is why
most delightful portions of campus on university summer sessions. The Psychology, -Educational Psychology,
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
life. It is a fact that the opportuni importance of education in Montana History and Principles of Education,
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
ties of' the ■summer are as varied as is realized more keenly than ever be School Hygiene, Modern ,Educational
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
the regular year, if not more so. -To fore by the citizenship of the state. Problems, Recent Development of Rur
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
the usual wide range of academic The effect of this awakening is al a l' High Schools, School Playgrounds
offerings there will be added: (1) ready evident, while its promises for: and Playground Work,' the Develop
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
courses in education suited to the the future are most encouraging. Not ment of Household Arts in the School,
the care used in the selection of material. We
needs of teachers in every line; (2) only are salaries increasing, but a Administration and Supervision of
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
courses in law for students in resi higher social recognition is being ac School Systems, Psychology of Abnor
ected. We are sure that we can please you.
dent work, for men in other profes corded to the teacher. Even more mal and Defective Types, Secondary
sions, and for business and commer promising for the future is the fact Education, the Place and Possibilities
cial men; (3). courses in commerce that teachers among themselves are of Music in Education, the Develop
and accounting giving exceptional op feeling, as never before, a common ment and Future of Manual Arts in
West Main Street, Missoula.
portunity" for the modern features of bond of service, whether that service Education.
this advancing professional work; (4) is given in the grades, or in the high Teachers preparing for state certif
courses in household economics and schools, or to the colleges. No bet icates will find many subjects of direct
handicrafts not Only for teachers of ter illustration of a common profes value, among them the following: Al
the subject, but for the prospective sional bond can be cited than the gebra, child study, civics, American
home-maker. All Of these courses unprecedentedly large attendance at literature, English language and liter
will be so arranged that regular work the recent meetings of the Yellowstone ature, geometry, history of education,
will be given, with ,regular credit, so Valley Teachers’ Association and the methods of teaching, physics, physiog
At Moderate Prices at
that attendance at the summer ses Montana State Teachers’ Association. raphy, political economy, principles of
sions will eventually enable all stu As never before, the time is critical education, psychology, school hygiene,
dents to complete University courses. for genuine, high-minded leadership. school management and supervision,
136 Higgins Avenue.
At the same time the point of view An opportunity for rapid progress to general history, United States history.
of the summer work will be to make ward better education conditions has Students who need credits in psychol
possible a direct application to pres come, and the University wishes to ogy and education for the state certif
ent-day practical problems, be they in serve effectively toward such achieve icate may devote all their time to
For Up to the Minute
the school, home, store, factory or | ment. To this end the University either or both of those subjects. The
CLOTHING, HATS,
asks the attention of teachers to tlie University maintains a bureau for the
office.
purpose of assisting students to secure
CAPS AND
The Purpose.
following:
desirable teaching positions.
Pedagogues Notice.
FURNISHINGS
In detail the Summer School is in- I
In the School of Law.
tended to meet the needs of the fol : 1. Provision will be made more lib
SEE
lowing: Teachers who wish to im erally than ever to meet the needs By reason of the fact that the Uni 1,500 New Nobby Spring
prove their professional equipment, to of teachers. In addition to many versity Law School has one of the best
do residence work for credits toward courses in the distinct departments, a libraries in the Northwest, there will Patterns—Made for You
degrees, to increase their knowledge large number of teachers’ courses will be an excellent opportunity to review
and renew their enthusiasm; under be provided next summer session and courses, and to prepare, specialize* and
125 Higgins Ave
graduates who wish to shorten their succeeding summer sessions, so that do research work in particular lines or
university course by using the sum students may do consecutive work cases. The resources of the State of
PvM ORE
mer sessions to complete the four through a series of years. Further Montana are varied and almost unlim
X . t l T H A N $20
years’ course, to broaden the field of more, a special effort will be made to ited, the immediate future develop
their studies, to meet the require provided graduate students with the ment of the state is assured, the de
ments of the University Certificate of proper facilities for continuous work. mand for capable men in the legal
Qualification to Teach, to overcome 2. The State Board of Education profession is obvious, a profession in
handicaps of preparation and entrance has recently made provision whereby which its years of usefulness, the na
Conditions; college graduates who wish the University of Montana may grant ture of work, its stability and remu
to specialize or to work for an ad to worthy students a series of fellow neration are unexcelled.
vanced degree; superintendents and ships and scolarships. The following
Law
principals who wish to acquaint ones are of special interest to teach The University of Montana offers
themselves with recent progress in ers and students of education:
109 E. Main St.
Missoula.
the standard law course of the best law
education; high school teachers who Ten fellowships valued at $250, in schools in America, and in addition,
wish to advance in their special line cluding tuition and fees. Open to special reference and attention is giv
of work; elementary school teachers graduates of the University and of en to western law, such as irrigation
C lu e tt Peakody i f C o jn c . M ak ers
who wish to work toward a collegi other, colleges and universities main and mining law, and particular atten
CORNER STORE
ate degree; candidate for certificates taining good standards.
tion is called in all subjects to the THE
who need special courses in educa Twenty-five scholarships, valued at position of the courts of Montana and We cater to University students.
tion, psychology and other subjects; $100, including tuition and fees. Open the western states.
See us for candies and school supplies. For Lunches and HomeMade Pastry see
persons who are preparing to become to college, university and normal Regular courses in commerce and Across the street from the High School.
specialists in college and normal school school graduates, or to advanced stu accounting will be offered and college
(Formerly Denton’s.)
QUICK LUNCH
positions; persons who desire practi dents of promise. These scholarships credit will be allowed for work satis
cal field work in botany and zoology are not open to students who may factorily completed. Elementary and week, which, as a prospective student
112 East Cedar
at the University Biological Station not be able to enter the junior year Advanced Stenography, Bookkeeping, puts it "is cheaper than remaining at
at Flathead lake; persons who wish of the Arts and Science College.
Wholesale Partnership, Corporation, home.”
special instruction in music or phys Twenty scholarships in the Depart Cost and Bank Accounting will be For full particulars, address Dr. Ed
ical training; persons who wish spe ment of Education. Open to gradu given provided the demand is suffi win B. Craighead, President of the M. F. Nesbit,
Joe Sibert
cial instruction in law, or who wish, ates of normal schools and colleges or cient.
University, or Dr. W. W. Kemp, Di
Agents
through successives summer sessions, to advanced students of promise who Surrounded by a country rich in rector of the Summer School, Mis
to partially complete the requirements wish to pursue advanced work in the natural resources, Missoula offers soula, Montana.
for a degree in law; persons who wish Department of Education, these schol many opportunities for local excur
Attention, Faculty!
instruction in commerce and account arships to be worth $50 a year, in sions, and these will be made a spe
LET
PROF.
TREXLER
ing; correspondence students who cluding free tuition.
cial feature of the sessions of the
Pettitt,
Newlon
and Gage
wish to do some work in residence; These honors will be available for summer school. Week-end trips will
TALKS MONDAY
WRITE YOUR INSURANCE
or any person who wishes to spend the University year beginning Sep be arranged, which, at very slight ex
vacation weeks in intellectual acquisi tember, 1914, a fact that should prove pense, will furnish delightful recrea
YOU CAN’T BEAT THE
tion.
of interest to prospective summer tion out of doors at the most attrac MISSION CLASS ON MONDAYS IS
GROWING LARGER
Courses will be offered in the fol school students.
SHINES
tive season of the year.
EACH WEEK.
lowing special departments and fields: In the Department of Psychology
at the
In addition to the above recrea
biology, botany (Flathead Lake Sta and Education will be offered a rich tive feature, a series of free public
Missoula Shoe Shining Parlor
tion), chemistry, commerce and ac variety of courses designed for those lessons, many of them illustrated, as “A day in a Mohammedan mosque,” 317 Higgins Ave. Chairs for Ladles
counting, domestic science, economics, teachers of Montana or other states, well as musical and dramatic enter is to be the subject of the discussion
education, education of defectives, who desire to pursue work for pro tainments will be provided for the of Professor Trexler’s mission class
English, fine arts, geology, history, fessional advancement. The depart students. Arrangements are under next Monday at 5 o’clock. Professor
history of Montana, home decoration, ment is able to announce thus early way to offer an especially attractive Trexler will tell how he narrowly es
For Finest Meats
household arts, law, library science, the re-appointment of three of the program.
caped entrance into the Mohammedan
Give us a trial
literature, manual training, mathemat leading specialists in education in this The authorities of the University heaven. Great interest is shown in the
529
South
Higgins
Ave. Beth phones
ics, mechanical drawing, methods, country: Miss Helen Herron of New have placed the expenses of the Sum lectures, and the class has increased
modern languages, music, physics, Orleans; Miss Laura L. Runyon of mer School at an incredibly low fig from 20 to about 40 members. Every
FLO RENCE STEA M
physical education, physical training, j Warrensburg, Mo.; Miss Alma Binzel ure. In fact, the total cost of the
physiography, playgrounds, psychology, of Missoula, Montana, and of Dr. Lo I six weeks’ session, including: round body is welcome at the meetings.
LAUNDRY
public speaking, supervised play and tus D. Coffman of the University of trip, railway fare, room, board and tu * Dance programs, bills, office sta
Busha, Student Agent
all subjects taught in the modern high Illinois, an authority on educational ition will average less than $8.00 per tionery,, announcements; phone 465.
PHONE 48.

Missoulian Publishing Company

HOT AND COLD LUNCHES
The Nonpareil Confectionery

I --------- ^

Get that Easter
Suit N ow

LINK’S

S T A N D IS H ^

Scotch Woolen
Mills

J

COLLAR2fo

Model Laundry Co

Riverside Market

FIELD FOR FUTURE
FRACASESIS FIXED\

Sulphur Smoke from the
Hell Gate

TRAINING OF TRACK
TEAM TREMENDOUS

We see by the Butte Miner that the
Agricultural College has abandoned
hope of a baseball team and is going
to devote all its energy to track. We
must admit that they have wakened
sooner than the U. of M. But there is
still time for our baseball men to show The coach has made out a temporary
4:45—440 and 880 yard runs, high
For the first time in years we are The work will be pushed rapidly we some real Montana spirit.
schedule for the track men. He can and broad jump. Weidman, W. Jones,
going to have the track fixed up in are told, and those who use the track
• * *
not
give
individual
attention
to
the
time to get some good practice on it. hope that the report is true.
Higgins, Schroeder, E. Stone. Jumpers:
Last year we were forced to run on Last Saturday Coach Heilman and a “It would be a crime for those fel men all afternoon. At 4:15 o’clock the Baxter, Prescott, Owens, Lansing, Mil
rocks and gravel until about a week crew of foreign laborers fixed the lows to be called a ball team.” That work starts and every man is sup ler.
before interscholastic. This year the jumping and vaulting pits. It is nec expression came from a man who posed to be on hand and be there
and two-mile runs. Tay
right system has been adopted. The essary that these pits be in good shape knows baseball when he sees it "They promptly. A record will be kept of lor,5:00—Mile
Robinson, Danow, Templeton,
track will be in shape in a week at because a severe jar or jolt will cause have only one or two men who show the men reporting and those who miss
Baird, Ade.
the most and that will mean much to the athletes pain and sore muscles. any semblance of being able to play practice will be held to account.
the athletes. Only one who has prac One more load of sawdust will make ball.” This from the same man. Either 4:15—100 and 220 yard dashes and 5:15—Hammer, shot, discuss and pole
he was out with his hammer or he had hurdles. J. Brown, W. Brown, E. Stone, vault. Craighead, Angevine, Hopper,
ticed on a poor track can appreciate the vaulting pit like a featherbed.
a good reason for speaking as he did.
a good fast one to train on.
All the 100-yard straightway needs If it is the truth we suggest that the Stanley, J. Jones, Collins, Higgins, Suchy. Vaulters: Prescott, Cummings,
Pete Honan, the demon surveyor, ran is a good rolling. If the steam roller baseball team disband. We could use Fullerton, Ronan, McHaffie, Owens, Lansing, Sheedy, W. Brown and McI PhalL
levels over the track last week. He could be secured the whole track could several of the men to good advantage Finkleburg.
found that there was one foot differ be fixed in one day. We hope the on the track team and these men are
WEEKLY CONFERENCE.
ence between the highest and lowest students in general and the men who
In order to publish properly univer
point. After establishing a grade line are training will show as much en well aware of the fact.
sity matter that ought to receive pub
it was found that about four inches of thusiasm as those in charge of things
There is a tendency on the part of licity, President Landes of the Unicinders will be required in some places. have shown.
some men to rest on their laurels. They j versity of Washington has devised a
say there are plenty of men out for system of weekly conferences with
the team and we don’t need them. We representatives of all the newspapers
want the best men out. It is not of the vicinity. Twelve papers, in
members in track that count. It is up cluding the city papers of Seattle and
to each individual to put forth every Tacoma, as well as university papers,
effort to make the season a succesa are represented in these conferences. FAMOUS ARTIST HAS PAINTED
Girls Will Surely Entertain
Some say that these men want to stop The idea is to present to the public,
TRAINER SECURED
PICTURE FOR THE
Us in the Spring
*NEW EASTERN SCHOOL FOR
when they have) a good “rep.” We hate through the newspapers, a more enANNUAL.
to say what their “rep” would be if the j lightened view of student activities
ATHLETES.
season’s
disaster
should
be
laid
at
their
and
university
life.
Among
the
more
A lively Interest has at length been
feet
important papers represented are the Copy for the 1915 Sentinel is prac
aroused in the May Day fete to be “Dr. Bull is appointed to take charge
Seattle Times, the Seattle Sun, the
given by the women of the University of the medical supervision of Tale The coach again admonishes the ath Tacoma Tribune, and the University of tically all in now. The editors have
been working Industriously for many
on May 1. A large number of girls athletic teams.” This means much to letes to “cut out the monkeying.” It is | Washington Daily.
j weeks. Mr. Forbes, when interviewed,
have reported for practice and the re the athletes because a competent doc while a man is fooling around that he
hearsals are going nicely. The dances j tor can oftentimes be of more assist gets the hardest Jolts. More men have Princeton University is k,ept up at raxed enthusiastic over the wonders
planned by Mrs. Macleod for this af ance than a trainer. Tale athletes will never amounted to anything because an annual loss of $60,000 or $70,000, I of the new year book.
fair are numerous; some simple and be examined carefully and those found they try to be all-around athletes than according to President Hibben.
I “We're going to have a number of
some elaborate ones are to be given, j to be unsound will be dropped as soon have actually made good. Specialize
and make your efforts effective.
Practices are being carried on from as they are discovered.
The University of Virginia, one of big features,” he said, "come up to the
• # #
7.30 to 8:30 on Monday evening and | Another thing that the Tale coaches
the two universities in the United Sentinel office and I’ll show you one."
from 4 to 6 on Friday afternoons. have begun is the ordering of study Track prospects received a hard blow States which is attended only by men The treasure he spread forth was a
Every girl in the University is urged hours because of the lack of a train- last week. We confidently expected to students, will probably become a co surprise, indeed—two pictures showing
to attend these practices, as the impossible to set any definite study see Cameron Long and Owsley again ordinated institution soon. The State the campus “today” and “yesterday."
dances will require a large number of hours because of the lavk of a train on the field. These men were point Senate has past favorably on a bill i The latter was a drawing by E. S.
ing table. When the men who partici winners last year and much was ex providing for the establishment of a Paxson of the campus in frontier days,
participants.
Miss Grace Leary has returned from pate in track come to realize that it is pected from them. However, these men co-ordinated school for women, and showing an Indian encampment at the
a visit to Spokane, where she went | just as important to keep up in their have not reported yet and the time the House of Representatives is now ] foot of Mt. Sentinel. The other pic
studies as it is to train consistently, for the first meet Is near. It seems considering it. Charles R. Crane of ture is a McKay photograph of the
to see her father.
then we will not have the trouble we to us that these men are not showing Chicago has offered $10,000 for the I campus, taken last week especially for
have in keeping the good athletes off the right spirit. The could add many maintenance of such a school.
the 1916 Sentinel. There is a com
HAWTHORNE.
the ineligible list
points to our total if they would. The
plete change of scene. Only Mt. Sen
Aggies
are
concentrating
their
efforts
them
a
close
second
because
of
the
in
tinel
remains the same. The pictures
Monday evening the Hawthorne Lit- <
erary Society enjoyed a program ren- j favor of the affirmative. The musical on a track team and will be hard to | tense rivalry that is apparent over will occupy two entire pages and will
the class meet.
add materially to the value of the
tiered by the girls, which consisted of numbers included an instrumental solo beat.
*
*
*
* * #
book.
a debate on the question: Resolved, by Mrs. Smith, and a vocal solo by
A prize of $200 has been offered by
That athletics are as essential to the | Vera Pride. Both received a hearty The coach is not discouraged but he It seems to us that a meet in a week
cultural development of a man as are encore. Professor Trexler made an is “heap peeved” at the spirit displayed or so would be a good thing. The men A.* S. Reeves, a Helena merchant, for
by
some
of
the
men.
However,
he
may
optimistic
and
helpful
criticism
of
the
who
were
not
training
would
be
shown
j
the
production of a national anthem.
the courses of study. Pearl Clark and
Anna Foley upheld the affirmative program at the close of the meeting. be able to develop men to take the up. The experience itself would be a In order to meet the requirements of
place of those who do not come out.
good thing.
the donor of the prize the song must
side; Frances Grarrlgus and Marian
be approved by Congress. There are
Duncan the negative. After hearing | Bureau of Printing for work that
* * *
well-directed arguments on both sides!satisfies, gains recognition and an at The Freshman have the best spirit For artistic work in printing, phone no restrictions as to competitors for
of any of the classes. The Sophs run 465, Bureau of Printing.
I the prizes; anyone may try.
of the question, the judges decided in tractiveness that predominatea

So Many Candidates That Time Is Set
for Each Event for Special Work.

Track and Territory within
Being\
Made Ready for Coming Meets.

LS.

WILL BE FEAIDRE
IN SENTINEL

MAY DAY FETE IS DOCTOR BULL
COACHES YALE
ASSURED

H. H. Bateman
and Company.
DRUGS, BOOKS
AND STATIONARY
387 N. Higgins Avenue
Bell 380 Red

Ind. 1658

Home Plate
Pool and Billiard Hall.
Cigars, Cigarette, Tobacco and
Candy. Best billiard and pool
tables in town.
WM. McBRIDE, Prop.
103 W. Front St.

Phone 1334 J

Union Market
Meets your meat needs.
8ee Our Fine Display of Poultry
BOTH PHONES
Bell 117
Ind. 431
130-132 Higgins Avenue

EMPRESS
TODAY’S FB O Q SA H

Mexican War
Pictures
These are the first moving pictures
ever made at the front under a
special contract with the command
ing general of the fighting forces.

With James Craze and Flo LeBadie

“A Film Johnnie”
Keystone Nomedy
E m p ress Pipe O rgan an d Con
c e rt O rchestra.

IV

Missoula,

Montana

H oit-D ickinson P iano

“The Cat’s Paw”

J. M. SWANGO, Mgr.

Jeweler and Optician
Repairing: a specialty
114 East Main Street

“How Is Your Coal Pile?”

The Perry Coal
Company

J.D. Rowland

J

E L E C T R IC
CO O KING
T h e Glean Way
Missoula Light and Water
Company

Blankbooks and Stationery

Com pany

LISTER’S

Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana

Agent for
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER
Orders for Pine Engraving
Solicited
114 E. Main St.
Missoula.

THE WEEKLY KAIMIN
versity of Montana, MisSoula, Mont.r
department, will talk on "Home EcorioMy Dear Mr, Craighead—I have, read
and Dr. Lennes, professor of
with interest the announcement of the
irhatics, will be the principal
, scholarships which are to b.e given by
Speaker In' the'department of mathe
j the University of Montana for the
matics and physical sciences.
Iyear 1914-15. These liberal arrange?
Dr. Kemp, professor, of education, be
sides being a member of the exeeil- | NAT LITTLE IS WINNING FAME Imeats for'*scholarships' ought to re-*
AS AN ARTIST IN EAST.
tive committee of the Association, is
suit in giving you a good bodyj of;
also chairman of'the conference of t h e ........
'students d'o’irtg' advanced. work and in- 1
teachers of education and psychology
| terested in investigations. I am espe- .
in universities, colleges and normal ,Nat Llttle> an ex-member of the daily pleased that you offer 20 scholINLAND EMPIRE TEACHERS’ AS schools. There are two meetings of present Senior class, has been meeting !arship with stipends of $50 each and, EXTENSION WORK IS PROVING
POPULAR AND DEPARTMENT .
SOCIATION WILL HEAR MONthis department, April 16 and April IT. with unusual success at the Art Stu- exemption from tuition to graduates j
IS ENLARGING.
At the first conference Dr. Frederick dents’ JLeagqe in.New York City. Mr. of normal schools and colleges who
. TANA MEN. .
Bolton, dean of the School of Educa- .LJttle went there to study last Sep? Wish to pursue advanced work in the
tion at the University of Washington', tember and the Kaimin has heard | department of education. Yours sin- | ’The University of Montana has been
Five faculty members of the Univer will discuss the training of teachers in recently and quite, indirectly that he cerely,
engaged in university extension work
principal | universities and colleges. Dr. Claxton, has been distinguishing himself, in.his
sity of Montana •will
in a more or less consistent ’way for
. P. P. CLAXTON,
United
States
Commissioner
of
Educaart
classes.
.
Commissioner. several years, Some of this work has
speakers at the Inland Empire Teach
tion,
will
talk
during
the
second
ses
-1
During
the
first
semester
tie
worked
not been conducted under this title,
ers’••Association which meets in Spo siOn oh the relation.of the bureau of in Diamond’s. life class and had. his
but has nevertheless served to carry
CRAIGHEAD’S TRIP
kane April 13. to 17. President Craig- I education to some of the national edu- I drawings .signed r.epeatedly. by his inthe University to the people, and .to
head, Dr. Kemp, Dr. Lennis, Dr. Elrod, I cational problems.
structor. This is the only honor given
make it an institution of public service.
and Miss Edmunds have ai! been se
(cohtinued irom page one)
The executive committee has chosen to students at the League and Mr.
Perhaps the ’most apparent of these
lected to discuss problems in their three main speakers to address the Little was one Of three out.of the forty
services has been that rendered by the
special fields.meeting of the Association: Df. Clax- members of the class, whose work time of over $800,000, and the sum Will Interscholastic Meet, with its con-;:
An important feature of" the >pro ton, Supt. J. H. Francis, of the schools merited this sign of... approval. Mr. I soon go to a million, dollars, as the nected activities of debate, the essay
gram now being prepared for the In- of Los Angeles, and Dr. Bosthwick, of Dumond left New York the first of this | state is growing rapidly in wealth.
contest and the declamation contests.
land Empire Teachers’. Association will I St. Louis, famous as a lecturer and a year for San Francisco where he has The people of Nebraska will soon For ten years, this meet has been stir
be the
sectionor departmentmeetings
library scientist. gone to do two paintings for the Pana- I vote upon the question of the removal ring the boys and the girls.of the,state
for the
discussion of particulariinesof The Inland Empire Teachers’ Asso- ma Exposition for which he will re j of the university from its downtown to interest themselves in physical and
education. Each section has a princi- I ciation consists of 2,500 members from ceive $65,000.
1campus to a location some three or
mental exercises, with far-reaching and
pal speaker. President Craighead will the states of Montana, Idaho, Wash- All year Mr. Little’s work in the ■ four miles from the heart of the city beneficial results.
be the main speaker at the general ington and Oregon. Mrs. Edna Rein- illustrating and portrait classes has j of Lincoln. Few state institutions have These various activities, however, lie
session. "The Department of Higher I hard, county superintendent of schools been far from ordinary. He has been Jperhaps been better governed than that! outside~the usual ’field ’of the depart-,
Education” is his subject. Miss Ed of MissOula county is vice president asked to do cover-designing for the . of the University of Nebraska, but one ment of university extension. Until
munds, dean of the domestic science of the Association.
Jerome K- Renick Publishing Com very great blunder was made when the January, 1914, no specific organization
pany, one of the largest houses in New university was located on a small cam- J was In charge of the lectures and ad
York and. one which employs only fin pus. This campus is now covered with dresses made by the members of the
buildings, and to buy a hundred or faculty. In spite of thls fact> In the
ished artists.
Herr Blumenschein, the portrait mas- more acres, required to meet the future trirefe yearsbetween 1911, when this
| ter, commented most enthusiastically needs of the university, vlll cost a very , work was authorized by the Legisla
| upon Mr. Little’s last portrait .work. large outlay of money. Although the. ture, and. 1914, when it was taken up
He declared that with the lightness university has spent more than a mil- by this aepartment, extension lectures
and character his portraits possessed, lion dollars for buildings upon the had been delivered in twenty-five cities
only distinguished coloring was.lack present campus, it is contended that it and towns of the state, and 21,460 pering to make them all that was to be will be cheaper in the long run to move sons jgg been reached by them,
desired. He predicted that in a year’s to a large and adequate campus of In the three montbs since the Uni
time “Nat Little, Jr., would be making several hundred acres several miles j versity hag been actlveiy engaged in
them all sit up and take notice.”
distant from the present downtown this work; twenty-seven lectures have
He has already been admitted to the site. The people of the state will vote f bee„ f^Vered to audienceV ^ ^ e g atoil class, entrance to which is ordi upon this question at the approaching, ing 6>000 people In 3^ ^ t0 these,
narily permitted only after a consider fall election.
eleven addresses have been delivered
able length of time and a great deal of This fall the citizens of Montana will by members of the faculty, under other
experience. Most satisfactory work is be asked to vote upon a tax giving 85 ausplceS( t0 audiences numbering 2,700.
required of all who enter.
hundredths (.85) of a mill for all the Declamations and lists of plays have
In the 1914 Sentinel, of which Nat higher institutions of learning. In been supplied to forty persons. A dozen
Little was editor-in-chief, his real short, if the bill passes, all the higher clubs have been assisted ln tbe preparability was very evident Almost the institutions of learning in Montana will ation of their pro&rama.
entire illustrating of the book was his receive relatively but one-half as much Already several courses of university
work and included an exquisitely done as Nebraska is giving to her univer- extension work have been arranged for
marginal design, a pencil drawing of sity at Lincoln. It is perfectly clear m 4 t0 1915| and a supplementary bulPresident Craighead: cartoons and de- 1that Montana cannot boast of her lib- letIn of new announcements will be ispartment headings—all of the highest I eral support of her higher institutions sued in September,
merit.
of learning. •
I
—-;
•••
Mr. Little’s only art training before The only green grass I saw on the CHART FRESHMAN FAI LURES
entering the Art League was a year’s trip was in Missoula, and the most
____
course in the art department of the beautiful lawn I saw is our own cam- University of Illinois Publishes StaAside from their striking style and their
University, under the supervision of **us'
tistics Showing High School
Miss Knowles. During the year he
clean-cut appearance, it is the quality—the
Efficiency.
studied pencil, charcoal, and ink draw The Y. W. C. A. of the University
____
fabric, fashion and fit which have made R.
ings and worked in oil from casts and | of Missouri is offering a cash prize The university of Illinois has pro
B. Fashion Clothes the talk of the town.
life models.
of $20 for the composition of an ade- Ipared a chart showing the efficiency of
Undoubtedly Mr. Little will continue
college song. Do we need a the various high schools as measured
You have a look coming to you. Comein.
his study at the Art League for three quate
incentive here at the Uni- by the records of college freshmen in
years at least. His first year's work similar
versity to encourage a solution of the 1910, 1911 and 1912. Two hundred
was undertaken merely as an experi “hymn
situation?”
forty-two public high schools were rep
ment to ascertain whether or not his
resented by 1,652 students, of whom
talent deserved further education. His
DR. FRANK GOODNOW.
41.1 per cent failed in one or morerfiends here at the University do not|
in the least doubt his ability to sue- j Dr. Franklin Johnson GoodnOw, the courses, with a total of 1,409 failures.
Seventeen Chicago high schools were
STUDENT TEMPERANCE.
Alcohol,” and "Ethics and Alcohol”; ceed in art as a profession. They are
American -constitutional adviser to the represented by 270 freshmen, 32.2
1that the University of Giessen has also more than pleased to have, their high
That student total abstinence socie given alcohological courses by profes- expectations of him corroborated by ' Chinese republic, has been granted j per cent of whom failed in one or more
ties are alive and aggressive in nearly
the reports which. have chanced to permission by President Yuan Shi Kai courses. Two hundred twenty-five
every European university, that stu Isors in medicine economics and theics; come to The Kaimin from New York | to accept the presidency of Johns bjgb schools outside of Chicago had
Hopkins university of Baltimore, which 43,8 per cent of their representatives
dent and faculty sentiment is slowly j and that similar beginnings are report- | City.
was recently offered the doctor. Dr. fall. Of those high schools the larger
turning against alcohol and promising [ed from the Universities of Berlin, I
Goodnow is 64 years old and a native Ones made the best showing, the failto revolutionize foreign university life, | Bonn, Strassburg, Vienna, Tuebingen,
of Brooklyn, N. Y. He formerly was UI-es running in inverse proportion to
and that this movement is belhg favor- Heidelberg, Wurzburg, Kiel, HelsingOUR SCHOLARSHIPS
Eaton professor of administrative law t£e number of teachers. Ninety-three
ably recognized and supported by the Jf°rs, Munich, Prague, Basel, Goettinand municipal science at Columbia uni- high schools and academies accredited
Berne. Ffiedberg, Lemberg, Benegreat foreign universities will be sur- |
Recently
The
Kaimin
made
menversity and was acting dean of polit-I by the North Central Association had
I
va,
etc.
Thousands
of
students
are
prising news to many Americans
kl76 freshmen in Illinois, 39 per cent
view of the widespread impression that enrolled in total abstinence societies tion of the new fellowships and leal science there in 1906 and 1907.
Europe generally is liquor-soaked and I that are not only striving to do away (scholarships offered for the seasons
—:
■
failing. The distribution by per cent!
absolutely impervious to temperance j with student-drinking but also to 11914-15 by the University of Montana Said a bald-headed prof to a waiter I Gj failures among subjects showed
sentiment But recent reports show change public sentiment with regard Announcements were given a wide
bold
mathematics first with 27.2 per cent, |
remarkable developments along this to the use of alcohol.—-The Evergreen, distribution by the University. A let- “See here, young lady, my cocoa’s English 20.4, modern languages 13.1,
line. In his late book on “The Anti--------------—----Iter from Commissioner P. P. Claxton
cold.” _
chemistry 10.9, biology 3.0, and all
Alchohol Movement in Europe,” Mr. Thomas Busha, who was called of the bureau of education at Wash- She scornfully answered: “I can’t help other subjects 25.4. The chart was
Ernest Gordon states that the Univer- Ihome Thursday on account of the ington, evidences the commissioner’s
that,
made with a view to a more careful
sity of Utrecht gives, in its winter sickness of his father, returned approval of the plan:
If the blamed thing’s chilly, put on selection and differentiation of currisemester, courses on "Criminality and iWednesday.
I President Edwin B. Craighead, Uniyour hat.”
cula both in high school and in college.
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